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“There were some good things; I’m glad they fixed the sharing of the
forms for the privacy concerns. That was a step in the right direction,
but it still amazes me that in a rule that is supposed to be such a major
improvement to transparency and the process for consumers we still have
this issue that the title insurance disclosure is an estimate and not accurate–
at least not in a majority of states,” he said. “If we’re going to reopen the
process, why not fix one of the most obvious problems, and one of the
biggest concerns for consumers since this whole thing started?”

“

Although the re-proposal
included changes to clarify
aspects of the rule that
involves the title industry,
the CFPB chose not to alter
the way title insurance
is disclosed on the TRID
forms, much to the chagrin
of the industry and Hill.

“

One of the strongest legislative voices watching over the
implementation of the TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosure rule, and in
particular how it has affected the title industry, has been Rep. French
Hill (R-Ark.). After returning from the summer congressional break, Rep.
Hill talked with The Title Report about the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau’s (CFPB) re-proposal process and what he’d like to see going
forward.
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“And it’s not just the title agent that this concerns. It’s everyone at that table, because it affects the consumer.
The Realtor bears the brunt of that, and the mortgage lender too, because the Realtor is like the quarterback
of a team sport. They have to get that family into a new house, or help them get out of the house that they’re
selling. So it affects everyone.”

Other issues besides title insurance were not addressed, such as concerns over cash-to-close table
disclosures that differ from those used on Federal Housing Administration-backed loans. Hill said
there was more that could have been done.

Last month, RESPA News, a sister publication
to The Title Report, reported that the CFPB was
continuing to supervise and examine companies
for TRID with leniency for good-faith efforts
at compliance with the rule, and expected to
continue to do so through the re-proposal process.
Hill said that was a step in the right direction.

“

“As somebody who’s been involved in banking
and finance, it’s good when a regulator tells you
when we examine or review you, we are going
to compensate for the fact that it’s new and
market participants are all in a learning mode.
That’s comforting, but it’s not resolving two
things,” he said. “The agency does not publish
clear and concise binding guidance for all the
frequently asked questions that are still coming
up, and you still have this issue of private action
from third parties, people that are going to go
after some big title insurers because they see in
the newspaper they got something wrong on a
form. As an industry, it’s not unreasonable to say
that we appreciate the exam leniency but give us
some government and private action protection
as well.”

And so the author of HR 3192, the hold-harmless TRID bill that
passed the House last fall, said he will continue to pressure for
official industry protection through the implementation process.

“

“I was disappointed that their re-proposal was not
comprehensive and did not address everything
that was brought up by the industry,” he said. “It
doesn’t resolve industry issues or resolve concrete
legal guidance for all issues that still come up.
Number two, I’m concerned they’ve been vague
and unhelpful in letters about liability and causes
for private action in this area.”

“I still have concerns,” he said. “I think those of us in Congress should continue
oversight of this process and continue to insist to have a more responsive CFPB
that’s granting some certainty for the industry, and then proposing the change
for title insurers and getting this thing right.”
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